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요 약

연안잠식방지를 위해 둑이나 방파제 등의 고형의 구조물을 사용하는 것은 건설과 유지를 위해 많은 비용을 필요로

한다. 그럼에도 불구하고 파랑에너지가 효과적으로 감쇄되지 않을 경우 이들 고형 시설의 효과는 기대에 미치지 못

할 수 있다. 효과적인 파랑에너지 감쇄를 통한 연안잠식 방지를 위해 경제적이고 환경친화적인 유연한 방파제를 도

입하였다. 이 방파제는 폐타이어묶음과 그물망으로 이루어지는데, 폐타이어묶음은 그물망의 위치를 유지하는 역할

을 하고 파랑에너지의 감쇄는 그물망을 통하여 발생한다. 현장실험을 위하여 2009년 6월 10일부터 타이완의 타이

난 지역에 있는 슈앙천 해안에 상기 시설을 길이 50 m 높이 2 m로 설치하여 운용하였다. 2009년 6월 19~22일의 태

풍 린파와 8월 6~10일의 태풍 모라콧의 영향 아래에서 상기 설비의 효능을 조사하였다. 설비 주위로 0.5~0.8 m의

침적이 발생하여 연안잠식 방지에 상기 설비의 효과가 긍정적인 것으로 나타났다.

Abstract − The structural methods used to protect coastal erosion are usually very expensive in construction as

well as in spending on maintaining the structures from damage. Those structures like embankments, break-

waters, jetties etc. are commonly constructed with concretes (rigid methods) to protect coastal erosion. But those

rigid methods are not effective always, because the wave energy and impact force on the structures could not

be effectively reduced by those methods. For avoiding sediment erosion on coastal areas by the way of reducing

wave energy, a flexible breakwater is introduced which will reduce energy and protect coastline economically

and environmentally. The flexible device is a combination of flexible wire nets and stack of rings made of used

vehicle tires and soft blades on surfaces. This flexible wire net is placed in between two stacks of rings. The

stack of rings is mainly used to hold the flexible wire nets and the flexible wire net is mainly used to reduce

wave energy and helps to deposit sediments in coastal area. For a field experiment study, the above-mentioned

flexible breakwater of coastal protection has been set up at the Shuang-Chun coastal area in Tainan County

since June 10, 2009. The length of the flexible device is 50.0 meters and the height is 2.0 meters. The function

of the device has been examined by Typhoon Linfa during June 19~22, 2009 and by Typhoon Morakot during

August 6~10, 2009. The result shows that the flexible breakwater has effectively trapped sediments and let them

deposit on coastal. The depth of sediment deposition around the device was about 0.5 to 0.8 meters.

Keywords: Stack of rings(폐타이어묶음), flexible wire net(유연그물망), wave energy(파랑에너지), coastal

protection(연안잠식방지).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Beaches are eroded when they lose more sediment along

shore, offshore or to the hinterland than they receive various

sources. In order to prevent coastal erosion, rigid protection

methods are usually used throughout the world. However, the

construction of rigid protection methods is always expensive

and time consuming, and in some cases, not very effective on

coastal protection due to a fail in sediment deposition. To avoid

these problems, a flexible device was introduced to protect

coastal area. According to Hsu et al. (2008), when the debris

flow through the porous device, it reduces energy. Hong et al.

(2007) investigated a flexible device attached with springs to

reduce energy, and it works effectively. Su (1993) investigated

a porous absorber to reduce wave energy when it is placed in

front of a harbor. When the debris flow though the flexible

device, the energy will be reduced by slightly changing its

position. Using the same concept, the flexible device was

designed to protect the coast. The device is environment

friendly; it needs less time and less money to construct. The

flexible device is a combination of flexible wire nets and stack

of rings made of used vehicle tires and soft blades on surfaces.

This flexible wire net is placed in between two stacks of rings.

The stack of rings is mainly used to hold the flexible wire nets

and the flexible wire net is used to reduce wave energy and

helps to deposit sediments in the coast. For a field experiment

study, the above-mentioned coastal protection flexible device

has been set up at the Shuang-Chun coastal area (Fig. 1) in

Tainan County since June 10, 2009. 

The Shuang-Chun coastal area in Tainan County is located

(latitude 23o19'16.86"N and longitude 120o06'53.79"E) on the

southern coast of the estuary of Ba-Zhang River. The coast of

the study area has been suffered severe sediment erosion and

shoreline has been retreated more than 10 meters in recent

years. Two satellite images taken on 2007/2/28 and 2009/1/3,

respectively were used to compare and to investigate the status

of coastal erosion, as shown in Fig. 2. The black dotted line in

the picture is the shoreline of 2009/1/3 while the white line is

shoreline of 2007/2/28. The severe erosion was occurred in the

northern shoreline with retreated distance up to 11m. Compar-

Fig. 1. Shuang-Chun coastal area (Field study site).

Fig. 2. Comparison of the shorelines based on satellite images taken

on 2007/2/28 (white line) and 2009/1/3 (black dotted line).

Fig. 3. Comparison of the shorelines based on satellite images taken

on 2005/5/27 (white line) and 2009/1/3 (black dotted line).
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ison of satellite images taken on 2005/5/27 and 2009/1/3 also

showed the shoreline line erosion up to 13.5 meters, as shown

in Fig. 3.

For avoiding sediment erosion on coastal areas by the way

of reducing wave energy, a flexible device is introduced and a

field experiment study was conducted at the Shuang-Chun

coastal area in Tainan County since June 10, 2009.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This field experiment is set up in Shuang-Chun coastal area

in Tainan County. It was a submerged like offshore flexible

breakwater that is made up of a flexible wire net and two stacks

of rings (used vehicle tires) with soft blades on their surfaces.

This flexible wire net is placed in between two stacks of vehi-

cle tires. The stack of used vehicle tires with a stainless steel

wire gabion filled with stones inside is used to hold the flexi-

ble wire net, as shown in Fig. 4. The flexible permeable wire

net (Fig. 5) is used not only to prevent coastal erosion by reduc-

ing wave energy but also by let sediment deposited around the

offshore flexible breakwater. Two stacks of vehicle tires were

placed 50 meters away from each other. The stake is of regular

triangle shape with side length of 4 meters, and the height of

the stake is 2 meters. The flexible wire nets placed between the

two stakes have 4 rows of wire nets. The upper 3 rows of wire

nets attached with soft blades are used to reduce wave energy.

The bottom row of the wire net attached with vehicle tires is

used to stable the wire net and to trap sediment, as shown in

Fig. 6. When sediment-laden current flow passes through this

device, wave/current energy is reduced and sediment is depos-

ited. The sediment deposited not only backside of the device

but also in front of the device. Fig. 7 shows the detailed draw-

ing arrangement of the device. Upper part is the top view of the

device and the lower part is the side view of the device.

The wire net was supported by the inclined stainless steel

pipe. One side of the stainless steel pipe was jointed with

spring and fixed to the post and the other side of the pipe was

hanged by the wires. In this condition, the wire net was flexible

and could slightly change its position any time when tide passed

through it. As a result, it can work effectively during the typhoon.

The wire nets and the used tires have many soft plates like

fins on it. So, when the current passed through it the current

changed the direction and increased the friction of the current,

and finally reduced the current energy. Fig. 4. Stake of used vehicle tires.

Fig. 5. Wire nets with soft blades.

Fig. 6. Bottom row of the wire net attached with vehicle tires.
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The triangle wire gabion filled with stones is very heavy. It

can hold the reduced energy wire net tightly using springs in

both sides. The outside of the gabion was fitted stacks of rings

(used vehicle tires) with soft blades on their surfaces. It also

can change the current direction and reduce energy.

Because the flow passes through the device, the energy of

tide is decreased and the flow direction is changed, it becomes

turbulent current and the energy is reduced quickly. When the

reduced current mixed with the normal current beside the

device, it also reduces total energy. As a result, its effect area

was not only limited just the rear beach after the device but

also neighborhood of the device. It was increasing the depth

of deposited sand at the beach gradually. If the first bottom

row, is buried then we set up the reduced energy tires to the

second bottom row of the wire net. In the next stage, same

device will be set up beside the original one with a gap of

50 m. Finally, if sediments cover the entire device then

descend the height of fix wires to the posts; also descend the

height of the posts by cut it. It become a soften protecting

device to nourish the beach. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The above-mentioned flexible device has been set up at the

Shuang-Chun coastal area on June 10, 2009. The function of

the device has been examined by Typhoon Linfa during June

19~22, 2009 and by Typhoon Morakot during August 6~10,

2009. The result shows that the device has effectively trapped

sediments and let them deposit on the coast. The surface ele-

vation measurements were taken on 2009/5/17 (before the

device was set up), 2009/7/26 (after Typhoon Linfa) and 2009/

8/15 (after Typhoon Morakot). The depth of sediment deposi-

tion around the device was about 0.55 to 0.78 meters, as shown

in Table 1. Figure 8 shows the sediment deposition situations at

each and every points on three different dates. The solid line

indicates the elevation before setup the device, the dotted line

indicates after passed Typhoon Linfa and the dashed line indi-

cates after passed Typhoon Morakot. It is revealed from the

figure that after setup the device the sediment depositing at a

very quick rate.

Table 2 shows the sediment deposition height from the

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the arrangement of the flexible breakwater used the field experiment study.
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coastline to the center of the device (the center B-B section)

which is also could be shown in Fig. 7. The figure revealed that

the coastline departed from the device about 75 m after Linfa

and Morakot typhoon. Fig. 9 represents the evolution diagram

of sediment deposition after Linfa and Morakot typhoons at

section B-B is also shown in Fig. 6. The Fig. 9 shows that the

device has helped to deposite the sediments at each and every

typhoon. It means that the device has a capability to deposite

the sediments.

The newly developed flexible device has a very good capa-

bility to suffer during any kind of devastating typhoon. After

installing the device, recently two major typhoons namely Typhoon

Linfa and Typhoon Morakot occurred and the device had worked

effectively without significant damage. From this test results, it

has proved that this device can suffer properly in typhoons.

Sediment deposition was observed during the study period.

Fig. 10 is a detailed contour obtained from the study. The con-

tour line (dotted lines) was measured at the study site before

installing the device (2009/5/17). After the attack of Typhoon

Morakot, another measurement was conducted to obtain the

bed contour line (solid lines). The comparison of of these two

measurements showed that the shoreline (H=0) has shifted

about 44 meters from the land side toward the offshore. The

sedimentation is obvious after set up of the flexiable soft bre-

akwater and the land reclamation area has been found approxi-

mately 10,000 m. The total volume of deposited sediment was

Table 1. Surface elevation measurements before and after the setup of the device. (Unit: m)

Location Point A Post 1 Post2 Post 3 Post 4 Post 5 Post 6 Point B 

Before setup, H1(2009/5/17) -0.619 -0.820 -0.835 -0.816 -0.801 -0.660 -0.715 -0.815 

After Linfa, H2(2009/7/26) 0.115 -0.123 -0.141 -0.064 -0.011 -0.107 -0.469 -0.246

After Morakot, H3(2009/8/15) -0.067 -0.104 -0.072 -0.044 -0.027 -0.058 -0.042 -0.046

∆H (m) 0.552 0.716 0.763 0.772 0.774 0.602 0.673 0.769

Fig. 8. Surface elevation measurements before and after the setup of the device.

Table 2. The elevations from the coastline to the center of the device. (Unit: m)

Distance from coastline (m) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 

Before setup, H1(2009/5/17) 0.681 0.383 0.085 -0.213 -0.511 -0.746 -0.956 -1.176 

After Linfa, H2(2009/7/26) 1.62 1.132 0.92 0.7 0.48 0.26 0.04 -0.14 -0.183 -0.402 

After Morakot, H3(2009/8/15) 1.67 1.316 0.961 0.673 0.482 0.292 0.105 0.048 0.015 -0.056 -0.167 -0.35 

Fig. 9. Coastal bed evolutions after Typhoon Linfa and Typhoon Morakot.
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estimated about 14,886 m around the study site. At the very

beginning of the study the shoreline (H=0) was measured on

2009/3/8, as shown the dotted black line in the Fig. 11, using

(a). After two months, the shoreline was measured again on

2009/5/17, and the result was shown in the dashed purple line

in the figure. Shoreline (H=0) was measured on 2009/7/26 after

Typhoon Linfa, and shown in the blue dashed line. After

Typhoon, shoreline (H=0) was measured on 2009/8/15 and

shown in a dotted and dashed line. 

A cost comparison were performed between two methods:

newly developed flexible method and the existing rigid method

and the costs were presented in Table 3. From the table, it was

found that unit cost of the flexible method was US$ 2,120/

meter if it was deviced in shallow beach having a slope of 1:37.

But if the slope of the beach was more  than 1:37, then the unit

cost was US$ 2,720/meter. On the other hand, the unit cost of

the existing rigid method (submerged breakwater) was US$

9,090/meter which was about four times higher than the flexi-

ble method.Fig. 10. Comparsion the seabed countours before the device setup

(dot lines) and after Typhoon Morakot attack (solid lines). Shoreline

has been shifted toward offshore about 44 Meters.

Fig. 11. Variation of shoreline in the area of field experiment study.

Table 3. Cost comparison between flexible method and rigid method to protect coastline

Name of the method Construction cost Unit cost

Set up flexible method’s equipment in shallow beach (slope 1:37) US$ 106,000 for 50 meters US$ 2,120/meters

Estimated cost to set up flexible method’s equipment in deep beach (slope > 1:37) US$ 136,000 for 50 meters US$ 2,720/meters

Set up the submerged breakwater in Taiwan US$ 909,000 for 100 meters US$ 9,090/meters
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The installment of the flexible breakwater for coastal protec-

tion against sediment erosion is a three years project supported

by the National Science Council in Taiwan, starting from the

August 2008 to July 2011. It was designed to complete in the

first year and the length of flexible breakwater was designed as

50 meters. The flexible breakwater for the first year project has

been setup, been running, and been challenged by Typhoons

Linfa and Morakot. The results showed that this flexible break-

water is strong enough against the typhoon attacks, and showed

that the flexible breakwater has effectively trapped sediments

and let them deposit on the coast. The depth of sediment dep-

osition around the device was about 0.5 to 0.8 meters. The sec-

ond-year project will install the same one device which depart

the first device about 50 m. but the post will shorten. More

field experimental results will be presented in the near future.
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